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Abstract
This paper focuses on the role dictionaries play in a translation situation. This role is 
analysed in terms of the tenets of the Function Theory of Lexicography, which proposes 
that users do not have needs in general but punctual needs in specific situations. For 
example, translators of accounting texts need insertable equivalents whose meanings 
and language behaviour are clearly described. Furthermore, translators also need con-
textual data on domain-specific consensual usage. The construction of the Accounting 
Dictionaries and Diccionarios de Contabilidad reveals that the Function Theory offers 
theoretical and practical solutions for constructing dictionaries that target user needs 
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in a precise way (Fuertes-Olivera & Tarp 2014). For example, two recent accounting 
dictionaries, the Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción and Diccion-
ario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y Expresiones, offer precise 
dictionary data for disambiguating the meaning of English accounting terms, their 
Spanish equivalents and their use in real English and Spanish accounting texts.
Résumé
Cet article est centré sur le rôle des dictionnaires en situation de traduction. Ce rôle 
est analysé suivant les principes de la Théorie Fonctionnelle de la Lexicographie, qui 
établit que les utilisateurs n’ont pas des besoins généraux, mais des besoins ponctuels 
en situations spécifiques d’utilisation. Ainsi les traducteurs de textes comptables ont-
ils besoin d’équivalents insérables, dont le sens et le comportement langagier sont 
minutieusement décrits. En outre, les traducteurs ont également besoin de données 
contextuelles illustrant les usages discursifs conventionnalisés du domaine de spé-
cialité. La construction des Accounting Dictionnairies and Diccionarios de Contabilidad 
– dictionnaires de comptabilité – révèle que la Théorie Fonctionnelle apporte des so-
lutions théoriques et pratiques à la construction de dictionnaires parfaitement ciblés 
sur les besoins des utilisateurs (Fuertes-Olivera & Tarp 2014). Par exemple, deux 
récents dictionnaires de comptabilité, le Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: 
Traducción et le Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y Ex-
presiones, offrent tous deux des données dictionnairiques précises pour désambiguïser 
le sens des termes de comptabilité anglais, leurs équivalents espagnols, et leur mise en 
discours dans des textes de comptabilité anglais et espagnols authentiques.
Keywords: Function theory. Specialised translation. English. Spanish. E-lexicography. 
User needs
 Mots-clé: Théorie fonctionnelle. Traduction spécialisée. Anglais. Espagnol. E-lexico-
graphie. Besoins de l’utilisateur
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1. Introduction
An analysis of the term user needs in the literature on specialised dictionaries, 
especially in connection with terminological needs for translation purpos-
es, indicates that there are three main approaches dealing with this concept. 
The first approach is based on the British tradition (see Householder 1962) 
and relies on data extracted from dictionary usage surveys. This approach 
investigates users’ degree of satisfaction with their dictionaries and users’ per-
formance when consulting one or other dictionary (type) (Josselin-Leray & 
Roberts 2005).
Josselin-Leray and Roberts explain that their survey’s main goal was to 
obtain data for improving the treatment of terminology in general dictionaries 
by ensuring that user needs are met. The description of the work carried out 
illustrates the rationale for the questionnaires used, which were addressed 
to three different types of users: language specialists, scientific or technical 
experts, and the general public. It also explains the methodology adopted in 
such works: sending questionnaires to the above-mentioned informants and 
analysing the answers received, without using sampling techniques for select-
ing informants and adapting their answers accordingly.
We do not believe that this approach is adequate for identifying user’s 
needs for several reasons. It suffices to indicate that the methodology used 
in most usage surveys is an ad-hoc methodology without scientific backing 
(Tarp 2009). Researchers in the Social Sciences have explained the require-
ments questionnaires and surveys must meet for being considered scientifi-
cally sound and for accepting their conclusions. For instance, a questionnaire 
designed for students in a particular place (between 20 and 80 is a normal 
tally) only reflects these students’ views, and these views cannot be general-
ised unless the informants are described as a sample of the whole population, 
something that is never done.
The second approach to studying user needs is what we call a terminologi-
cal approach and is typically found in discussions concerned with information 
tools presented as terminographical products, such as terminological (knowl-
edge) bases, glossaries, terminological data banks, ontologies, word lists, etc. 
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(see L’Homme 2006 and Fuertes-Olivera & Tarp 2014, for a discussion). This 
approach has always had translators’ needs in mind (e.g., Davidson 1991), 
but it has presented such needs in a very broad and general way, i.e., without 
specifying which types of users and in which types of situations the informa-
tion tools are expected to be consulted. In other words, user needs are taken 
for granted but never discussed, as shown in Dancette (2011).
Dancette’s proposals aim at assisting both translators and language learn-
ers in specialised fields. She presents two dictionaries –the Analytical Diction-
ary of Retailing and the Analytical Dictionary of Globalisation and Work– and a 
methodology for creating them, which relies on linguistics assumptions and 
can be summarised as follows: Dancette (2011) argues that what users need 
is the acquisition and organisation of knowledge of the conceptual field, and 
adds that this can be achieved provided the dictionary includes a large num-
ber of semantic relations (SRs), which are uncovered by analysing corpus 
data. For instance, the dictionary description of travailleur migrant includes a 
definition, and a description of types and other encyclopaedic data on migrant 
workers. These are based on semantic relations that are presented as hierar-
chical relations, e.g., travailleur mobile; associative relations, e.g., migration 
transnationale; syntagmatic relations, e.g., migrer; and equivalent relations, 
e.g., English migrant worker and Spanish trabajador migrante. For the field of 
retailing, Dancette’s dictionary offers a structured and organised presentation 
of the most important concepts in the field, i.e., 3,500 English and 3,500 
French terms covered and described in 350 detailed articles.
This second approach can be criticised on several counts, of which two 
are sufficient for this paper: (i) it does not break down user needs into spe-
cific needs in specific usage situations nor define the concept of needs; (ii) 
it uses a misguided methodology as linguistics assumptions and methods are 
inadequate for compiling real specialised dictionaries (see Fuertes-Olivera & 
Tarp, for a discussion). For instance, although scholars have been working in 
the DiCoInfo project for more than 20 years, they have only completed around 
1,000 articles in French and around 700 articles in English. We believe that 
this is because DiCoInfo’s underlying methodology is based on Mel’čuk’s con-
cept of lexical functions, which cannot be used for describing most of the 
lexicographic data that must be present in real specialised dictionaries (Pi-
mentel, L’Homme & Laneville 2012: 180).
The third approach to examining user needs is a functional approach, which 
is based on the function theory of lexicography. According to this approach, the 
core of lexicography is the design of utility tools that can be accessed and 
consulted easily with a view to meeting punctual information needs occurring 
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for specific types of users in specific types of extra-lexicographical situations 
(see Bergenholtz & Tarp 2002, 2003, 2004; Fuertes-Olivera & Tarp 2014; 
Tarp 2008; and Tono 2010 for a revision). The functional approach therefore 
identifies the existence of different types of potential users whose needs have 
to be addressed by defining the dictionary as an information tool (Section 2), 
adequate for specific users in a specific type of usage situation (Section 3), 
here illustrated with the presentation of two dictionaries whose primary users 
are translators (Section 4). A final conclusion summarizes the main points 
discussed. 
2. dictionary concepts and Translation 
Do dictionary users know what a dictionary is? The answer can be both yes 
and no. If we answer “yes”, then we are saying that all native speakers will 
understand the following: Please pass me the big blue dictionary over there at 
the back of the table. If the answer is “no”, we imply that hardly any ordi-
nary language user is able to define the word dictionary clearly or accurately. 
Furthermore, ordinary language users do not know precisely whether a lex-
icon and a word list are the same as a dictionary, or what exactly constitutes 
the difference (if any) between these terms. And when such ordinary moth-
er-tongue speakers say they know the answer, it will soon become apparent 
that different people offer quite different definitions. Each person will nev-
ertheless insist that their definition is correct. In this respect they are no dif-
ferent from experts, nor from the descriptions of the word dictionary –which 
are as numerous as the dictionaries themselves and often problematic or even 
downright incorrect or both.
We will give two definitions found on the Internet and refer to Bergen-
holtz (2012) for a longer discussion. The first one sees a dictionary as an 
information tool with certain data types:
a reference that tells you the meanings, parts of speech, sometimes a sentence 
using the word, and how to pronounce the word
(http://wiki.answers.com/Q/A_definition_for_dictionary, found 4 May 2012)
Such a definition excludes many information tools we normally consider to 
be dictionaries: a spelling dictionary normally does not contain definitions, 
specimen sentences and pronunciation items; according to the first definition, 
a spelling dictionary is not a dictionary. A frequency dictionary, which lists 
only word forms and their frequency, would not be worthy of the designation 
dictionary either; neither would a bilingual dictionary, which in most cases 
does not explain the meanings of words. The reason why this widespread and 
inaccurate definition is found in so many variants may be that so many people 
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have blindly repeated it, orally and in writing. To be a little more positive, one 
could regard it as the definition of a monolingual polyfunctional dictionary. 
This is the type of dictionary that is often regarded as THE dictionary, but it 
is really a very special type of dictionary –the kind that linguists and linguists 
claiming to be lexicographers view as the sole object of lexicography. It is a 
very narrow view of what a dictionary is, as it covers those that are aimed 
only at solving communication problems (text production, text reception and 
translation), and in this case not even at translation. Such dictionaries are also 
called ‘language dictionaries’. Many lexicographers regard such dictionaries 
with communicative functions as the only object for lexicography.
The second definition is more convincing as it mentions translation as a 
function:
A dictionary is a book of words of a particular language and their accept-
ed definitions, origins, parts of speech, pronunciation, spelling and in some 
cases a sample of their use. Depending on the age and target audience, it 
may also contain cultural slang and/or other non-traditional words as well. 
A “language translation dictionary” lists the words of one language and their 
equivalent words in another language. (http://wiki.answers.com/Q/What_
is_a_dictionary, found 5 May 2012).
The above definition takes into account that a dictionary is an information 
tool, since ‘language translation dictionary’ is mentioned. But even so, it 
would be a relatively basic translation dictionary, since only equivalence items 
are mentioned; no translated collocations, no translated competence exam-
ples and no contrastive notes. But still, also excluded in this case is the type 
of reference work that is usually called a biscopal dictionary, a dictionary with 
words from language A translated into language B as well as from language 
B into language A. It could also be argued that a biscopal dictionary is not a 
single dictionary, but two dictionaries, though this is not common practice. 
It should also be noted that this definition uses the expression “a book of 
words”. That is not what it is, of course; it is “a book of dictionary articles”. 
There are lemmas, or headwords, for which different data are provided. The 
misunderstanding may be due to the fact that the English term “entry” is used 
to refer to the lemmas as well as to the ‘articles’ in a dictionary. However, this 
does not fully explain the misunderstanding. A dictionary entry (‘article’) is 
never called a ‘word’ in English, and ordinary novels are “books of words”.
A more realistic typology takes into account that a dictionary is an infor-
mation tool to be used in different usage situations and contains lemmas from 
different kinds of language. The most important difference is that between 
general language and specialised language, as illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Typology of dictionaries
After the criticisms of existing definitions of ‘dictionary’, it may appear some-
what presumptuous to propose one. We will propose one nevertheless – and 
not just one, but two, as it has become clearer that ‘dictionary’ has not just one, 
but two distinctly different meanings in the same way as other polysemous 
words. Bergenholtz  (2012: 30) offers these two definitions of ‘dictionary’:
1. A dictionary is a lexicographic reference work containing dictionary 
articles related to individual topics or elements of language, and pos-
sibly several outer texts as well, which can be consulted if someone 
needs assistance with text reception, text production or translation 
or would simply like to know more about a word, part of a word or a 
combination of words.
2. A dictionary is a lexicographic reference work consisting of several 
dictionaries, each of which corresponds to the definition of an indi-
vidual dictionary, i.e. a reference work containing dictionary articles 
related to individual topics or elements of language, and possibly sev-
eral outer texts as well, which can be consulted if someone needs as-
sistance with text reception, text production or translation or would 
simply like to know more about a word, part of a word or a combina-
tion of words.
These two very general definitions do not contain the notion of monolingual 
or bilingual dictionaries, but only the different functions of lexicographic 
tools. The focus on language is of course important, but not directly related 
to functions: a bilingual dictionary is not equivalent to a translation dictio-
nary. Bilingual dictionaries can of course be used in translation situations, but 
bilingual dictionaries can also be used as reception dictionaries for Lb-users 
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(with Lb for the foreign language and La for the native language). They can 
also be used as tools in text production situations for Lb-users. Finally, bi-
lingual dictionaries with definitions can be used to acquire knowledge about 
special or general objects.
In a similar vein, this paper distinguishes between different kinds of bilin-
gual translation dictionaries, e.g.:
1. bilingual dictionaries with only lemmas and equivalents;
2. bilingual dictionaries with only lemmas + grammar items and equiv-
alents + grammar items;
3. bilingual dictionaries with only lemmas and equivalents and with 
translated collocations;
4. bilingual dictionaries with all known types of items: lemmas, equiv-
alents, grammar items, synonym items, collocations, competence ex-
amples, etc.
There are many additional possibilities. We know from experience that dic-
tionary types (1) and (4) are used in many cases. The question is not which 
one is the most useful kind of bilingual dictionary for translation problems, 
but rather which one is the most useful for which type of user or which type 
of usage situation?
3. User needs in a Translation Situation
Translation dictionaries designed to satisfy usage needs require a sound lexi-
cographic foundation. This will allow compilers to respond directly to lexico-
graphically relevant needs by making dictionaries that have translation func-
tions. According to Bergenholtz & Tarp (2010: 30), a lexicographic function 
is “the satisfaction of the specific types of lexicographically relevant needs 
that may arise in a specific type of potential user in a specific type of extra-lex-
icographical situation”. The types of situation in which dictionaries may be 
helpful are many and translation dictionaries have two main types of func-
tions: communicative functions where dictionaries provide help in ongoing or 
planned communicative situations, and cognitive functions where dictionaries 
provide help when translators want to acquire knowledge. The functions of 
specialised translation dictionaries can be summarised as follows:
 – to provide help to translate specialised texts into and from specific 
languages;
 – to provide help to produce specialised texts in one or more specific 
languages;
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 – to provide help to understand specialised source texts to be translated;
 – to provide help to acquire general or specific knowledge about do-
main-specific matters in specific languages and domains.
This list of possible dictionary functions is non-exhaustive, and it is impor-
tant to understand that dictionary functions concern needs that arise in usage 
situations that are unrelated to dictionaries. For example, persons who are 
translating specialised texts are in an extra-lexicographic environment as they 
act as translators and are merely potential dictionary users. While translating, 
they may encounter problems specifically related to their task and think they 
can solve them by consulting a dictionary. Once they consult the dictionary, 
translators have moved into the lexicographic environment and are now ac-
tual dictionary users. When they have found the answers to their questions, 
they leave the lexicographic environment and go back to their tasks in the 
translation environment. The usage situations that gave rise to the dictionary 
consultation are completed, and the translators are now potential dictionary 
users again. The translators may come across new translation problems and 
consult a dictionary –a new usage situation arises– and this may be repeated 
several times until the translation tasks have been completed. Having said 
that, it is necessary to link usage situations and user needs to user types.
The various competences and levels of competence dictionary users have 
play a significant role. Lexicographers can get an idea of the relevant compe-
tences by dividing users into general groups, and according to Nielsen (1990: 
131) and Bergenholtz & Kaufmann (1997: 98-99) it is appropriate to distin-
guish between experts, semi-experts and laypeople. The levels of competence 
of these three groups indicate the lexicographically relevant user needs, as 
the members of these user groups have different factual, linguistic, text pro-
duction and translation competences, so the dictionaries need to contain data 
that help users where competences are inadequate. Bergenholtz & Nielsen 
(2006: 285) suggest that one way in which to ensure that users get the help 
they need is to identify their characteristics by answering a number of ques-
tions in a diagnostic checklist:
 – Which language is their native language?
 – At what level do they master their native language?
 – At what level do they master a foreign language?
 – How extensive is their experience in translating between the languag-
es in question?
 – What is the level of their general cultural and factual knowledge?
 – At what level do they master the special subject field in question?
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 – At what level do they master the relevant LSP in their native language?
 – At what level do they master the relevant LSP in the foreign language?
 – At what level do they master translation of specialised texts between 
the languages in question?
 – At what level do they master translation theories, methods and 
strategies? 
The answers to the above questions will show which competences the target 
group of the dictionary has and enable lexicographers to put data into the 
dictionary that will help users where the competences are insufficient. The 
usefulness of specialised translation dictionaries depends on their capability 
of supporting the translation process and traditional bilingual dictionaries 
used for the translation of specialised texts are characterised by containing 
domain-specific terms in the source language and their equivalents in the 
target language (Haensch 1991: 2939-2942). However, a study of terms in 
specialised texts from a number of subject fields reveals that terms generally 
make up less than 20 per cent of the texts (Laurén 1993: 99-100). In other 
words, the traditional specialised dictionary with its focus on terms and ter-
minological equivalence provides help to translate a small part of specialised 
texts. It is therefore necessary to look closer at the translation process in an 
attempt to identify some of the needs specialised translation dictionaries must 
fulfil to help users produce acceptable translations of entire texts.
One approach is to consult the research literature on translation. Several 
translation scholars have looked into the elements of the translation process, 
and some of their findings are relevant for translating specialised texts. Nord 
(2005) demonstrates that the translation process involves several recursive 
steps that go beyond the level of terms and words, and Bell (2000: 211) ex-
plicitly emphasises the orientation towards larger translation units by describ-
ing syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge as necessary elements in 
translating. This is further accentuated by Nord (2005), who recognises that 
translation problems occur at clause and sentence levels:
The structural differences between two languages, particularly in lexis and 
sentence structure, give rise to certain translation problems which occur in 
every translation involving this pair of languages, no matter which of the two 
serves as source and which serves as target language. (Nord 2005: 175)
Compared with usage surveys, findings by translation scholars have several 
benefits for theoretical and practical lexicography. First, the findings repre-
sent types of general elements of the translation process instead of individual, 
one-off results. Second, translation scholars are experts in translating texts 
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and have considerable practical as well as theoretical experience of the trans-
lation process, which may lead to the inclusion of data types in translation 
dictionaries that can help translators solve general types of problems instead 
of idiosyncratic problems. Finally, specialised translation dictionaries that 
take these findings into account will address user needs on an objective basis 
instead of catering for subjective needs.
An objective approach to user needs reveals that specialised translation 
dictionaries should include terms as well as linguistic units larger than terms, 
one of which is generally referred to as collocations. There are various linguis-
tic definitions of this type of word combinations; similarly specialised lexi-
cographers and terminologists do not agree on a generally applicable defini-
tion either, referring to co-occurrences, phraseologisms, specialised lexical com-
bination, etc. Nevertheless, lexical combinations that are used in specialised 
communication are relevant for translators because they are integral parts 
of domain-specific consensual usage in both source and target languages. 
Moreover, translators need help to translate such word combinations due to 
differences in semantic and syntactic properties which are caused by specific 
referential foci within the factual structure of domains, and therefore “native 
speakers of a language cannot rely exclusively on their intuition to produce 
correct combinations; they must reproduce usages that have been defined 
within specific subject fields” (L’Homme 2009: 238).
Lexical units combining with terms are relevant for inclusion in dictionar-
ies designed to provide help with translation for several reasons. First, words 
known from general language often occur in specialised texts in combina-
tion with terms and have meanings that differ from their every-day meanings. 
The word ‘recognise’ is found in financial reporting texts in association with 
terms, e.g. ‘recognise assets’. Translators cannot rely on their general-language 
competence when coming across this type of word combinations since ‘recog-
nise’ has a meaning different from what may be expected: to include an asset 
in the balance sheet for the purpose of financial reporting. Second, the words 
used in association with terms may differ from one language to another even 
though they express the same thing, as in the English collocation ‘to set up a 
committee’, which corresponds to the Danish collocation ‘nedsætte et udvalg’ 
[literally: set down a committee]. Third, terms may combine with other lex-
ical units according to linguistic structures in the source language that differ 
from the structures in the target language. The English collocation ‘the con-
sideration received’ is translated into Spanish as a similar post-modified con-
struction, ‘la contraprestación recibida’, whereas the Danish translation re-
quires a pre-modified construction, ‘det modtagne vederlag’. Fourth, terms in 
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one language may correspond to collocations or phrases in another language. 
A company that adopts the International Financial Reporting Standards in its 
annual report for the first time is called a ‘first-time adopter’, which is a term 
in English. The equivalent concept is expressed as an explanatory collocation 
or phrase in Danish, ‘virksomhed, som anvender IFRS for første gang’ [‘enter-
prise that adopts IFRS for the first time’], whereas Spanish has two options: 
‘adoptante por primera vez’, which is a term, and ‘entidad que adopta por pri-
mera vez las NIIF’, which is an explanatory collocation or phrase. Finally, the 
translation of specialised collocations may depend on the translation strategy 
adopted by the translator. For example, the Danish collocation ‘vælge en revi-
sor’ has two correct translations in English: a source-language oriented trans-
lation, ‘elect an auditor’, and a target-language oriented translation, ‘appoint 
an auditor’, which is the acceptable way of expressing this in British English 
when an auditor is chosen by a company in a general meeting.
Terms and the collocations in which they occur should not be selected 
for inclusion in translation dictionaries because they fit into one or other 
linguistic typology or categorisation. They should be included because they 
satisfy the need of translators based on the competences they have as profiled 
above; i.e. terms and collocations that are difficult to translate because they 
fall within one of the five categories described above should be in translation 
dictionaries as their presence would provide help to translation. The impor-
tant point is to make these data easily available to and easily understandable 
by dictionary users. 
4. The Accounting dictionaries
Modern technology allows lexicographers to make dictionaries in many 
shapes and sizes, in particular as electronic information tools. The Accounting 
Dictionaries are a set of monolingual and bilingual online dictionaries with 
the languages Danish, English and Spanish, each with its own communica-
tive or cognitive function. These information tools represent a lexicographic 
response to the needs of translators of specialised texts and are the result of a 
joint project of teams from the Centre for Lexicography at Aarhus University 
in Denmark and the International Centre for Lexicography at the Universi-
ty of Valladolid in Spain, involving lexicographers and accounting experts. 
The dictionaries integrate information technology and techniques with us-
age-based theories and provide help that can satisfy the needs for information 
when people are engaged in specific types of usage situations, including the 
translation of specialised texts.
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The dictionaries use specific lexicographic and technological options for 
creating interaction between database and dictionary. The database contains 
carefully selected data types in discrete data fields. Users consult a dictionary 
through the homepage and the dictionary sends their queries to the database 
through a search engine that looks for matches in the database. Once found, 
the data are sent to the dictionary and presented to users in a predetermined 
way (Nielsen & Almind 2011: 155-166). This set-up allows users to access 
the data in the database in a number of ways that are designed to provide da-
ta giving help to users in different but specific types of usage situations (see 
Nielsen & Fuertes-Olivera, 2013, for a description).
The dictionaries are intended to help three groups of Danish and Spanish 
users: (1) translators and language staff; (2) accounting experts and semi-ex-
perts; and (3) students and laypersons interested in accounting matters. 
Translating is usually done by persons within the first of these groups and 
translation students from the third group with various levels of competence. 
In brief, translators and language staff generally have a relatively high level 
of general linguistic competence, a low to medium competence level in ac-
counting discourse, a low to medium level of factual accounting competence, 
a high level of translation competence, and a medium to high level of compe-
tence in producing general texts in their native language as well as a foreign 
language. Their competence level of translating specialised texts into or from 
a foreign language will range from low to high. Students can generally be 
assumed to have a low to medium level of competence across the board and 
therefore share many levels of competence with translators and language staff 
(Fuertes-Olivera & Nielsen 2012).
The translation dictionaries are revised and updated periodically and each 
contains approximately 7,500 lemmas, including single-word and multi-word 
units (e.g. ‘netting’ and ‘equity attributable to equity shareholders of the par-
ent’). Furthermore, each dictionary contains more than 20,000 collocations 
and phrases and between 1,000 and 2,000 examples, all with translations in 
order to help users translate accounting texts.
The access routes chosen by users determine which types of data will be 
presented in the dictionary. By focusing on helping with the translation of 
terms and associated word combinations, lexicographers can ensure that data 
are retrieved which satisfy needs of translators and that the data are present-
ed so that they can easily be turned into useful information. The translation 
dictionaries offer users two search options: users can search for help to trans-
late an accounting term, and help to translate a collocation or phrase. When 
consulting a dictionary, users go to the appropriate dictionary website linked 
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to a search engine that searches the database and retrieves the relevant data, 
which will be presented to the users in a prearranged manner depending on 
the search option selected. 
4.1. El Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción 
The Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción (Fuertes-Olivera 
et al. 2012a) is a component of the Accounting Dictionaries that helps pro-
fessional and would-be translators (e.g. students) to translate an English ac-
counting term into Spanish. This has resulted in the inclusion of dictionary 
data that help to disambiguate the English meaning in a precise way, offer one 
(and only one) Spanish equivalent, describe the grammar and inflection of 
the English terms and their Spanish equivalents, and illustrate how the term 
is used in English and Spanish contexts. For instance, when users search for 
financial income, the system retrieves the following data:
1. An English definition that contains two full sentences
Financial income refers to income in the form of dividends, interest accrued 
on funds invested and interest paid by borrowers as well as other income 
earned in relation to loans and guarantees, e.g. in the form of fees. Financial 
income is recognized in the profit and loss account as a separate item or as 
part of the item net financials. 
This definition not only describes the meaning of the term in a way that trans-
lators understand but it also offers some contextual and knowledge clues, e.g. 
“Financial income is recognized in the profit and loss account as a separate 
item or as part of the item net financials”. This informs users of the existence 
of profit and loss account, which is an accounting genre that consists of items 
such as financial income or net financials.
2.  Its Spanish equivalent: ingreso financiero preceded by the Arabic number ‘2’
This is an insertable equivalent, i.e., a Spanish accounting term that can be 
included in any Spanish accounting sentence. The Arabic number indicates 
that ingreso financiero is polysemous, in contrast to financial income, which 
has one meaning in English. (In Spanish accounting texts, an ingreso financie-
ro can also be part of the income an insurance company obtains in connection 
with its capital investment. Its English counterpart is financial profit of the 
insurer).
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3.  The Spanish translation of the English definition, also worded in two 
sentences
El ingreso financiero se refiere al ingreso procedente de dividendos, intereses 
devengados procedentes de fondos invertidos e intereses pagados por presta-
tarios así como otros ingresos recibidos procedentes de préstamos y garantías, 
por ejemplo en forma de honorarios. El ingreso financiero se reconoce en la 
cuenta de pérdidas y ganancias como una partida separada o como parte de 
la partida resultado financiero neto.
This definition helps Spanish users with poor English knowledge to under-
stand the exact meaning of financial income and its Spanish equivalent ingre-
so financiero. Furthermore, it offers users a key item of contextual transla-
tion information: “Financial income is recognized” is translated as a Spanish 
se-passive instead of a Latin passive (i.e., “El ingreso financiero se reconoce” 
instead of “El ingreso financiero es reconocido”), as we believe that Spanish 
se-passives are more frequent and natural in Spanish specialised texts than 
Latin passives. 
4.  Inflection and grammar data for the English term and its Spanish 
equivalent
noun: <a financial income, the financial income, financial incomes>
nombre masculino <un ingreso financiero, el ingreso financiero, unos in-
gresos financieros, los ingresos financieros>
These types of data indicate that term and equivalent are nouns (the Spanish 
one is masculine), can be in singular and plural form and can go with definite 
and indefinite articles.
5.  Three English collocations and their Spanish translations (the font is in 
different colours for each language)
 – financial income and expenses
 – ingresos y gastos financieros
 – financial income from group enterprises
 – el ingreso financiero de las empresas del grupo
 – other financial income
 – otro ingreso financiero
The collocations offer key contextual clues: (i) the English financial income 
and expenses is worded in a different order in Spanish, i.e., it is ingresos y gastos 
financieros. This Spanish word order is idiomatic and it would be unnatural 
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to use the English word order ingresos financieros y gastos; (ii) the use of the 
article las in Spanish demands the presence of the article el as Spanish tends 
to use articles more than English does (the translation ingreso financiero de 
empresas del grupo would be unnatural). 
6.  An English example and its Spanish translation (the font being in different 
colours for each language)
 – Financial income in 2005 rose by GBP500m compared with GB-
P1,600m in 2004.
 – Al compararlo con los 1.600 millones de libras esterlinas del 2004, 
el ingreso financiero del 2005 se incrementó en 500 millones de 
libras esterlinas.
The translation rendered has avoided the use of syntactic or rhetoric calquing, 
i.e., the maintenance of the English theme/rheme and syntax with Spanish 
words. The Spanish translation has modified the thematic structure of the 
English sentence and has used a passive sentence with the aim of emphasising 
the non-human character of the English subject.
4.2.  El Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y 
Expresiones
The Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y Expre-
siones (Fuertes-Olivera et al. 2012b) is also a component of the Accounting 
Dictionaries that helps professional and would-be translators (e.g. students) 
to translate English accounting expressions into Spanish. The term expression 
refers to the term collocation, which is used in the Accounting Dictionaries as 
an umbrella term for referring to word combinations that are typical for the 
kind of language in question, and which can be useful for re-using in text 
production or for assisting in translation. They are composed of two or more 
orthographic words, do not constitute a full sentence, but offer potential us-
ers the possibility of obtaining relevant information (Fuertes-Olivera et al. 
2012c). The term frase refers to an example sentence, i.e., a full sentence that 
illustrates the use of a specific term.
Both examples and collocations (frases y expresiones) assist translators 
because they are integral parts of domain-specific consensual usage in both 
source and target language. They help translators to differentiate semantic 
and syntactic properties which are caused by specific referencial foci within 
the factual structure of domains in different languages. For example, account-
ing principle can be a term (principio contable in Spanish), an integral part of 
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a longer term (e.g., generally accepted accounting principles; Spanish princi-
pios contables generalmente aceptados), or part of a sequence of words that 
happens to occur together (e.g. cost accounting principles; Spanish: principios 
de la contabilidad de costes). A search in this dictionary would retrieve these 
three uses of accounting principle, which is an innovative lexicographical solu-
tion that aims to assist translators, for example professional translators whose 
emails and comments on the usability and reliability of this dictionary are 
very positive, perhaps because this dictionary offers them around 20,000 Eng-
lish collocations translated into Spanish, and around 2,000 English examples 
translated into Spanish.
When a user searches specifically for collocations and examples of finan-
cial income in this dictionary, he or she will retrieve 9 instances of English 
collocations or examples and their corresponding Spanish translations. Some 
of them could be converted into useful information:
(1) dividends and other financial income received (IAS/IFRS)
dividendos y otros ingresos financieros recibidos
This collocation indicates that it was extracted from the International Ac-
counting Standards/International Financial Reporting Standards (IAS/IFRS), 
i.e., it is international accounting English. It also shows that financial income 
is part of the multiword term other financial income, which is an item in the 
profit and loss account that recognises interest income from investments, div-
idends, foreign exchange gains and similar income. The English multiword 
term has an insertable Spanish multiword equivalent that typically occurs in 
the plural otros ingresos financieros; this shows a grammar difference between 
the two languages.
(2) current year net financial income or expense
resultado financiero neto del año actual
This collocation indicates that financial income is part of an English multi-
word term: financial income or expense, whose Spanish equivalent, resultado 
financiero, shows that the words used in association with terms may differ 
from one language to another; this illustrates a cultural difference between 
the two languages.
(3) total net financial income
total ingreso financiero neto
Both the English collocation and its Spanish translation are examples of ac-
counting discourse and the translation illustrates this by placing Spanish total 
at the beginning and not at the end, which is the natural position for Span-
ish adjectives; this illustrates the influence of English, which is the lingua 
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franca of accounting (Fuertes-Olivera & Nielsen 2011), on Spanish account-
ing language.
(4)  Income classified as other operating income, financial income and extraordi-
nary income in company accounts is excluded from turnover.
Los ingresos clasificados como otros ingresos de explotación, ingresos finan-
cieros e ingresos extraordinarios en las cuentas de la empresa están excluidos 
de la facturación.
This translation explains the existence of a subtle difference between English 
and Spanish accounting language. Spanish typically uses plural forms where-
as English uses singular ones; this indicates that the linguistic structures of 
the source and target language are different and therefore Spanish uses articles 
such as Los, las and la (twice) whereas there are no articles in English.
5. conclusion
This article offers a description of the concept user needs that is used in the 
Function Theory of Lexicography. This concept demands the design of infor-
mation tools that can be accessed and consulted easily and with a view to 
meeting punctual information needs occurring for specific types of users in 
specific types of extra-lexicographical situations. Within this approach, the 
term dictionary encompasses any kind of information tool that is designed for 
meeting users’ needs.
In the era of the Internet, this has resulted in proposing two broad defini-
tions of dictionary. Firstly, a dictionary is a lexicographic reference work con-
taining dictionary articles related to individual topics or elements of language, 
and possibly one (or more) external texts, which can be consulted if users 
need assistance in specific usage situations. Secondly, a dictionary is a lexi-
cographic reference work that consists of several dictionaries, each of which 
contains dictionary articles related to individual topic or language elements, 
and possible one (or more) external texts, which can be consulted if users 
need assistance in specific usage situations.
The Accounting Dictionaries illustrate the viability of both definitions of 
the term dictionary. They are a set of several individual dictionaries, some of 
which are especially designed for assisting translators of accounting texts. 
One of them is the Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción, 
which primarily aims to assist translators with translating English accounting 
terms into Spanish. Hence, each dictionary entry contains a number of dic-
tionary data that make the meaning of the term precise, and offer one insert-
able equivalent as well as grammar data and inflexions. The dictionary also 
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shows the use of the term in context by means of several English collocations 
and examples translated into Spanish.
The second dictionary discussed is the Diccionario Inglés-Español de 
Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y Expresiones. This dictionary is especially 
adequate for illustrating the use of lexical combinations in various contexts. 
Translators need collocations and expressions because they are integral parts 
of domain-specific consensual usage in both source and target languages, and 
show differences in semantic and syntactic properties caused by specific ref-
erential foci within the factual structure of accounting.
This article illustrates the working of both dictionaries with the term fi-
nancial income. When searching in Diccionario Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: 
Traducción, users retrieve the definitions, equivalents, grammar and inflec-
tional data of the English term as well as specific uses of the term in collo-
cations and examples. All the data retrieved focus on the exact meaning of 
the English term and its use in context. When searching in the Diccionario 
Inglés-Español de Contabilidad: Traducción de Frases y Expresiones, the users 
retrieve all the instances of English collocations and examples and their Span-
ish translations in which financial income occurs. All the data retrieved focus 
on context and usage in the domain of accounting. In addition, all of them 
can be used as instances of translations made by professional translators. In 
sum, these two dictionaries are the result of applying the tenets of the Func-
tion Theory of Lexicography and target the specific needs translators may have 
when they are translating English accounting texts into Spanish.
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